Ogburn called for "governmental funding of Manhattan Project proportions": "'For every subsidized piece of research in natural science there should be corresponding financial aids to research in social science'" (ibid.).
The essays by Bernstein, Bryson, Heller, and Shumway appear during a very different moment in the history of knowledge. Society expects little from the social sciences and likes them even less. It is worse still for the cultural fields. They were not on anybody's funding list in 1946, and they are only on hit lists now. The absence of external encouragement for cultural fields is matched by an absence of internal momentum and resolve. These four essays, then, arrive during a turbulent and uncertain passage in these fields' history, and their effects will be shaped by at least three features of the current debate.
The first is the perennial interest in interdisciplinarity. While it is true that interdisciplinarity never escapes the disciplines (Fish 1994) , it is also true that the disciplines are constructed through interdisciplinarity. Even a venerable discipline, under examination, becomes internally interdisciplinary through the inevitable detection of competing factions that draw inspiration from different external disciplines -some economics draws on mathematics, for example, and others on organizational sociology. One of the fields under discussion, American Studies, is interdisciplinary by deliberate, long-term intent, having been developed to cover literature, politics, sociology, social history, art history, science history, education, law, and philosophy, among other fields. Each of these distinct disciplines can be broken down into separate internal components. Something similar has happened in the behavioral sciences, Dennis Bryson tells us, for their interest in social control grew directly out of an interdisciplinary effort among separate but overlapping fields. And of course any conclusions we can draw about American society and culture from this group of four articles will be interdisciplinary, as they collectively refer at least to humanistic American Studies, social psychology, and economics. Any disciplinary changes envisioned by these articles will develop through the inevitable interaction among disciplines rather than through the artificial isolation of one. The second shaping factor is the trend that would not die: the culture wars and their kindred, the science wars. In the United States, public culture in the 199os has brought us an unrelenting barrage of these polemics -the categorical dismissals of liberal or left-wing ideas as "politically correct," the dim-witted boasts of being politically incorrect, the inflated controversies around the idea of racial integration known as multiculturalism, the obtuse displays of horror regarding the old Nixonian brainchild of affirmative action. Obviously all this was not regressive enough, and so then came the sequence of books and conferences that denounced features of the cultural study of science that had been staples in the philosophy of science for thirty years, and which culminated in 1996 with the ghastly fracas surrounding Alan D. Sokal's "parody" of "postmodern science" published in Social Text. (I use the term "cultural study" to refer generically to all fields that study various aspects of "culture," broadly conceived; the term includes but goes well beyond the practices known as "cultural studies.") All of these episodes express the many shapes of a single scandal. We could call it, most broadly, historicization. The basic idea is that the content of a discipline can be traced in some proportion to the social and cultural context in which it was produced. Though some get upset when they hear this called "relativism" or "constructivism" or other names, the abstract principle of contextualization is widely accepted. Before 1990, conventional wisdom had absorbed Thomas Kuhn's (1970) once shocking claim that the explanation of "scientific progress" "must, in the final analysis, be psychological or sociological. It must, that is, be a description of a value system, an ideology, together with an analysis of the institutions through which that system is transmitted and enforced." Before 199o, every interested party seemed to know that titles like "Logic of Discovery or Psychology of Research?" and Farewell to Reason referred to complex philosophical works and not to op-ed pieces written by theoretically minded English professors (Kuhn 1970; Feyerabend 1987, respectively) . Now, however, some media figure will kick up a cloud of dust whenever one scholar puts affirmative action plans in the context of American racism, or another points out "the relationship of applied research and technology to military force" (Ross 1996b ). These four articles employ the strategies of historicization that have been under constant fire in the culture-science wars.
The third shaping factor is the relentless downsizing of the culturally based disciplines. This is obvious on the federal level-the National Endowment for the Humanities has been financially stabilized in a shriveled condition, and the microscopic National Endowment for the Arts was at one point in 1997 marked for extinction by the House of Representatives. Some decentralized, long-term movements are even more significant. Most universities now employ nonpermanent faculty at twice the rate of 1970, and a huge proportion of the increase in "temporary" work has occurred in popular but cut-rate majors in the arts and humanities.
In English, many jobs in literature are being replaced by jobs in composition, which in 1996-97 comprised about a third of the Modern Language Association's job listings. "Comp" is an important and intellectually dynamic field that nonetheless is regarded by most university personnel as a service provider rather than a subject of research. As such, it is a bellwether for humanistic fields. Schools save money by treating personnel as "inperson servers," like nurses and teachers, who are tied to local customers, persistently supervised, and paid less (Reich 1991: 176) . In contrast, schools spend money by treating personnel as full-fledged knowledge workers, like electrical engineers or geneticists, who require expensive equipment, are recognized by national or international funding organizations, have real job mobility, and must be paid well. Institutions therefore have financial incentives to shift unprofitable fields out of expensive research and into "cost-effective" services, allowing even small humanities budgets to be frozen or partially recycled into more lucrative fields.
The humanities are especially ripe for this shifting to full-time service. Its research has always seemed like a hobby to outsiders, a form of selfcultivation that is good though optional for young people, odd if not irrelevant for adults, and sure to generate opinion and acrimony instead of genuine knowledge.
In short, the climate is such that these four essays' criticisms of humanistic fields--and of the developmental humanism of social scientists like Lawrence K. Frank-may be met with alarmingly general agreement.
So here is the predicament in the late 1990s. The humanities cannot retreat into traditional disciplinary authority. The 198os convergence of prominent methodological rigor ("theory") and the social mission of preserving Western civilization was accidental and cannot be repeated. Yet "interdisciplinarity" cannot in itself define the intellectual or social purposes of cultural study. The culture-science wars have seriously damaged cultural study's credibility. People not involved in cultural study are tempted to shrug their shoulders and say, "First it came out that new cultural studies are relativist, ideological, and divisive to boot. Though you can't use rational methods or govern yourselves, you now want to govern science. Well, screw you-and your uppity field, too!" This is certainly not a happy foundation for disciplinary growth. To the contrary, it feeds rather than inhibits downsizing; specifically, it diminishes the stature of growthminded cultural scholars who have supported newer areas of the human sciences, and who are often criticized for having sponsored ideas that provoked the wrath of the powers that be and that allegedly caused the punishment not just of the firstborn males but of the entire humanist village. Although it does not do full justice to the arguments of these four articles, I have responded to them largely according to whether they help make cultural disciplines seem like potentially major players on an interdisciplinary terrain. Several basic ingredients of a strong notion of cultural knowledge can be inferred from them.
Retain Historicization
Retaining historicization means continuing to extend, refine, and develop it. Historicization is the driving axiom of these four essays and of the many other valuable analyses of knowledge that tie knowledge to "human interests" and truth to power. The links between these elements vary from case to case, but these essays succeed in making historicization revealing and important.
Show Culture's Nonscientific Status as a Strength Rather than a Weakness
We need to be much more insistent and eloquent about showing culture's nonscientific status as a strength rather than a weakness. Cultural knowledge rests on the study of consciousness in individual as well as collective forms. It is especially good at doing both at once -at studying the intersection of subjectivity as it is formed and affected by group relations. Cultural knowledge is a "qualitative" and narrative understanding, and on this point it should expound and demonstrate. Its enormous strength lies in the complexity and richness of its particularity and in the subtlety of generalizations drawn from these. Its brilliance emerges from its detection of vague and yet determinate forces, of shadowy effects missed by aggregate data, of suffering left unmeasured, of imaginations of things not seen (Gordon 1997 ). Cultural knowledge is antireductive-it grasps and then keeps multiple variables and numerous interconnected factors in perpetual motion. Cultural method is as it is because it has had to adapt to complexity on a scale that is only beginning to be imagined by many areas in the natural sciences. It combines interior experience and intersubjectivity and large institutions and social forces and emotional trajectories because they are always interwoven. Cultural study links the physical world to the world of emotional and aesthetic states. It imagines sociological and artistic forces side by side; it can link coal miner, labor leader, and classical musician, just as they are linked in the same actual person (I am thinking here of a remarkable film about British coal miner-musicians called Brassed Off[directed by Mark Herman, 1997]). Cultural study imagines the conjunction of factors that would allow us to rule ourselves with the things we love.
In practice, however, cultural study often makes nonscientific method seem like a flawed and unformed version of the scientific. These four articles illustrate portions of this tendency, and do so in connection with their own strengths and intelligence-by this I mean that this tendency cannot be isolated as the mistakes of mediocre practitioners, which these writers are not. I itemize some questionable aspects of nonscientific method.
Synecdochic Sampling
Cultural study moves more readily than other fields from part to whole. It often beams in like an electron microscope on a particular text or person, identifies a pattern or structure there, and generalizes that structure onto a much larger unit. For example, David Shumway performs a careful reading of William Ellery Channing's 1830 statement about national literature and uses it to define a "major" national literature; he also notes that Channing's conception shows that nationalism is compatible with imperialism. By most standards of our field, these claims are well made, but what about those standards themselves? How do we know that we can say something about national literature or American nationalism on the basis of one essay by Channing, who is much better known for his religious thought? The same goes for Dennis Bryson's case study of Lawrence K. Frank. How typical were Frank's views about the proper outcome of social science? Cultural study has "sampling" issues that resemble those in the natural and social sciences, but which it handles differently. Unless these differences are confronted directly, sampling in cultural study can look like error rather than insight.
Citing Authorities
Cultural study tends to cite major thinkers or important specialists for both substance and shorthand. Lee Heller's essay offers a very useful survey of ideas about the relation between nationalism and literature that constructs most of its paragraphs around citations of other critics. I think her call to move American Studies toward an antiassimilationist practice is extremely important. Yet the essay itself does not so much directly examine its own referent -the discourse of national culture -as it comments on other people's commentary about it. Scientific method continues to build its intellectual and social prestige on the superiority of experimentally based empiricism to the citation of authorities, on which it has always claimed prescientific knowledge had foundered. This contrast of course falsifies the way that scientific disciplines actually work and develop--reputation and convention do indeed play major regulative roles. But exposing another field's dependence on authority is no substitute for more clarity about our own.
Encrypted Ethics
Paul Feyerabend spent his philosophical career trying to redefine science as "one tradition among many," but he sometimes expressed even more suspicion of the pretensions of the social sciences. Some have claimed, he wrote, "that social analysis is a difficult matter and that it needs a severely theoretical discourse to succeed. I reply that a theoretical discourse makes sense in the natural sciences where abstract terms are summaries of readily available results but that theoretical statements about social affairs often lack content and become either nonsensical or trivially false when the content is provided" (Feyerabend 1987 
Discrediting Disciplines
At some point, criticisms of a field get serious enough to make onlookers think, "Why not junk the whole project? These people can't do anything right anyway." I am not entirely sure whether these four critics feel that way about the fields they analyze or not. Since so many onlookers already assume a humanistic field like American Studies is a forum for idle malcontents, this air of uncertainty is unfortunate. I regret it especially around my own discipline of American Studies, which already harbors more antiassimilationist and antinationalist sentiment than nearly any other field I know. American Studies has also been more hospitable to women, people of color, noncanonical literature, and "critical theory" than nearly any other field, faint compliment though this may be. Heller and Shumway acknowledge such facts but do not integrate them into their analysis. Demystification leads to discrediting unless it explicitly leads to something else, to a particular reform such as the antiassimilationist research that Heller mentions.
The same holds for economics. What comes after we recognize that American economics has sponsored the global distribution of a market model that grossly simplifies economic behavior, systematically favors capital over labor, and intensifies poverty for the majority? Can economics be reformed by replacing its mathematical superego with institutional and social context, or should market models be systematically critiqued with mathematical arguments?
Unless blindness is shown to be mixed with insight, and insights past and future are specified, one of two things happens. Either a relatively lowstatus field will seem ridiculous and its members dupes, or a high-status field will make its critics seem like dupes. Either way, everyone gets more defensive and paranoid, learning curves collapse, and cross-disciplinary discussion turns into a free-for-all where the biggest losers are the fields that have the least "science" to flaunt.
In short, it is crucial that cultural fields not imitate or simulate scientific method but insist instead that their techniques and subjects require methods with an integrity of their own. Scientism has both sidetracked social and cultural research (as Bernstein and Bryson both note) and wrongly ratified science as the rightful supervisor of all knowledge. But rejecting piggybacking on science--as all these essays do-means that cultural study needs to take all methodological steps on its own, which involves better articulation of distinctively nonscientific answers to the method-ological questions that cultural study shares with other fields. Cultural research will be free to do what it does best only when it has its own rich answers to these common questions.
Apply Methods of Democratic Governance among the Disciplines
Other fields' questions about how cultural study works must be answered, but cultural study also needs to have enough power to get those answers accepted. How can nonscientific knowledge take its rightful place in the governance of relations among all the fields? How can cultural study graduate from its designated junior status? How would this equal stature overcome the "two cultures" divide and the other polarities that have been damaging art as well as social, cultural, and scientific studies-polarities such as academic versus public knowledge, quantitative versus qualitative, popular versus expert control?
One answer is that science will always dominate and these polarities will always persist. It seems clear that technology and quantitative knowledge have greater power than culture in striking proportion to their greater power to propel capitalist development. It is almost as clear that the humanities received their boost in the 198os when William J. Bennett, Lynne Cheney, and other publicists of the Reagan revolution thought these fields could serve as the cultural flank of a plutocratic front, a kind of book club auxiliary to the reconcentration of capital. When the humanities turned out to sponsor multiculturalism and cultural criticism, they were promptly dumped. Stepping down from chairing the National Endowment for the Humanities, Cheney then campaigned to eradicate it. This example suggests why all but traditionalistic cultural study will always be on trial, and yet it also shows that cultural study is taken more seriously than it often takes itself.
The given an embedded science supremacism, unequal economic status, and long histories of separatist feeling. And it will be impossible if we do not have the ability to take criticism, negotiate different methods, discuss diverse goals, and make only precise attacks. We need a sweeping refederation of the disciplines on every side of the science divide. Since I have not heard many people talking about this, I do not think the formulations are far along. But a few elements seem to me to be part of any likely resolution.
Open-Book Financial Policy
Unless existing inequalities can be measured and discussed, any facultystaff conversation will be ignorant, manipulated, and ignored. Things would be better if faculty could achieve the level of an educated lay person in at least one field on the other side of the qual-quant divide. Maybe someday I will see an engineering friend in the library reading that quarter's Poetics Today as I sit down with another juicy issue of the American Economic Review. This crossing is particularly urgent between the humanities and social sciences, which exhibit bizarre incompetence about the different techniques with which they examine such common topics as racial inequality. These various kinds of crossing would make talking quite a bit easier. And they would also make every field's research much better informed.
Faculty-Staff Detente

Routed Wannabes
Every culture-based field hatches practitioners who are constantly playing "more scientific than thou." We must neither shun nor bow to them, but analyze them with merciless rigor. Half the time, these science wannabes are not offering solid methodological critique but merely displaying their nose for the dominant males, who are usually scientists. Their main effect is to turn their particular version of empiricism or objectivism into a professional gatekeeper and to make cultural factors seem secondary. No discipline can develop properly from a position of inferiority. This is as true of cultural fields as of any other. But inferiority is the inevitable outcome for cultural fields whose internal debates are controlled by members who do not simply criticize particular methods and outcomes (which is vital) but who categorically reject the ambiguity and complexity of nonpositivist qualitative research. Cultural scholars who play that role must therefore be resisted.
Open-Book Power Balances
It is one thing to devise brilliant arguments. It is another to get a hearing from powerful disciplines that do not have to listen. Fields that are currently on top might see no reason to enter into discussions with weaker ones. What could we get out of it, they might ask, other than a loss of money and power? Their questions need specific answers. In the meantime, cultural fields should point out their power to avoid discussions of resources and collaborations and use the university's communicative ethic to bring them to the table.
Direct Interdepartmental Negotiation
Departments encounter each other mostly in administrative contexts-in competition for money in deans' offices, in chairs' councils, and so on. Attempts at direct intellectual exchange are rare and ridiculous without serious advance preparation on all sides. Meaningful progress on relations between chemistry and history or Spanish and geography will require unchaperoned encounters in which the agenda is set by the participants and where the usual administrative norms are suspended. Academics are completely used to putting fundamentally competing claims and differing aims-those between rather than within departments-into the hands of their supervisors. Given this legacy, direct negotiations will at first seem wasteful and strange. But they must be pursued. Real discussions will also need to be backed by decision-making authority, or participation will be fitful and distracted. Such discussion will need to avoid impairing another field's internal governance with calls for external control. If collaboration does not allow for autonomy, then it will not (and should not) happen.
From mutual critique to collaborative governance, governance that continues and surpasses critique -that is where I would like the work of these essays to lead. I do not know exactly how this will happen. I do know that without these kinds of changes, the American university will never fully emerge from the Cold War. With these changes, though, we just might begin to build the Manhattan Project for social and cultural study that the Cold War broke off in the ground.
